PRODUCT INFORMATION

ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL is a Non-Selective post-emergent, foliar herbicide for use in and around all food crop areas, aquatic areas and residential areas without reuse restrictions. ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL quickly breaks down plant mass into beneficial soil nutrients and biodegrades quickly enriching the soil without leaving toxic residue in the ground and water.  
ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL provides effective control of annual and perennial broadleaf weeds, woody stem plants and some grasses at dilutions from 32 oz / gallon (3.2 water dilution) to 64 oz / gallon (1:1 water dilution).  
ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL is made from Organically Certified Edible Vegetable Oils and is not a systemic toxin to BEES, humans or animals. FOR USE IN and AROUND ALL FOOD CROPS, AND NON-FOOD CROPS.

FOR TOTAL VEGETATION CONTROL and VEGETATION MANAGEMENT mix ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL with ECOBLEND ADJUVANT at a 1:1 ratio and then dilute with water according to the water dilution instructions on this label. Optimum results occur at 20 oz / gallon after dilution with ECOBLEND ADJUVANT. This Adjuvant penetrates the plant and delivers herbicide actives through the plant while also providing rainproofing, defoaming, surfactant, sticker and stabilizing benefits to the herbicide. 5 gallons of mixed Ecolblend Herbicide (2.5 gallons) and Ecolblend Adjuvant (2.5 gallons) can be diluted with 30 gallons of water PER ACRE for TOTAL VEGETATION CONTROL.

FOR SELECTIVE WEED CONTROL, ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL with ECOBLEND ADJUVANT can be used at water dilutions of 5 oz concentrate / gallon for control of Briars, Thistles and other woody stem weeds without killing most grass types. Test a small area first to ensure desired results. For Broadcast spraying use 1 gallon of mixed Ecolblend Weed Control (1/2 gallons) and Ecolblend Adjuvant (1/2 gallons) can be diluted with 25 gallons of water PER ACRE for SELECTIVE VEGETATION CONTROL.

ECOBLEND ORGANIC WEED CONTROL with ECOBLEND ADJUVANT is for USE IN and AROUND ALL NON-FOOD CROPS, INCLUDING, but not LIMITED TO:

Non-Food Crops:
- Turf, Flowers, Bedding and Landscape
- Turf Grass (Maintenance, Seed or Seed Production)
- Bedding Plants, Flowers, and Ornamentals
- Trees and Shrubs, Forest and Commercial Trees, Landscape Trees, Nursery Trees or Shrubs
- Greenhouse and Nurseries All Crops, Plants
- Vegetation Management Programs

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS and Personal Protection Equipment (PPE):

Users should:
- Wear appropriate protective eyewear such as goggles, waterproof gloves and a long sleeved shirt and long pants and shoes.
- Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet.

This product is exempt from regulation under FIFRA, 40CFR, Sec. 152.25(t), minimum risk pesticides.

WARNING/AVISO

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Si usted no entiende la etiqueta, busque a alguien para que le explique a usted en detalle.